Curriculum vitae
Prof. Dr. John V. Babovic, University Professor and Member New York
Academy of Sciences, New York
Specialization has completed the agrarian economy. He finished the MSc
Agricultural Economics and agricultural market. and received his Master of Science
agroekonomskih. He received his PhD in the field of market research and marketing,
and gained a PhD in agroekonomic (economic) sciences.
He was elected at the Belgrade University as full professor of economics and
management and a full professor of marketing. He was elected to the University
Business Academy at the Faculty of Economics and Engineering Management in
Novi Sad for a full professor of management and marketing in agribusiness,
professor of management of natural resources and a full professor in sustainable
management of farm production.
He was elected a full professor in business and international economics.
He has published 30 scientific and professional books and monographs, 185
scientific research at world conferences and in journals, and a number of papers in
the country and the world. He participated in the development of a significant
number of international projects, the methodology of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund in Washington and a number of domestic
projekata.Projektant, reviewer and editor projects, studies, monographs, books and
magazines.
In the last decade, has written books and monographs: Management and Marketing
in the modern agricultural development, monographs, Agribusiness in organic food
production, original monographs, management, textbook, Marketing and
AGROMARKETING, tutorial, natural resources management, textbook, Management,
second edition, textbook , farm management in sustainable development, textbook,
original monograph Organic Agriculture, Volume 1, and the second, in agrobiznosu
management and processing of organic monograph, the 3 and agro and rural
policies.
Mentor is the master, master's and PhD theses.
He was elected a Member of the New York Academy of Sciences, New York. He
speaks Russian and speaks English and German.
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